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Abstract: Our interaction with the mobile devices are increasing enormously nowadays because of advantages in mobile 
application. This massive applications is satisfied with the help of integration between cloud and mobile computing that is called 
as mobile cloud computing. Another side mobile user’s expectation are always progressively grownup. Due to this expectations ; 
In mobile devices Storage Capacity, Network Bandwidth and Processor Performances,  are always upgraded day by day, therefore 
the smart phones and android mobiles they want better battery life or concentrating how much power consumed in latest mobile 
devices that is a major problem. Because of the additional applications runs in mobile device they may want to charge the mobile 
devices at least one time per day and also migrate their data into cloud servers. Therefore optimizing the power consumption in 
mobile devices that the data are migrated to the cloud. In cloud environment the user get a resources by a Cloud Service Providers. 
The energy consumption is reduced in mobile cloud computing by using computational offloading techniques. As a result our 
research paper mainly focussing on reduce the power consumption in mobile devices using different approaches of computational 
offloading in Mobile Cloud Computing.  
Keywords: Mobile Cloud Computing, Mobile Devices, Computational offloading, Power Consumption, Storage Capacity, Network 
Bandwidth, Processor Performances 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The mobile cloud computing are supportive to every persons can access the applications with the help of cloud servers at anywhere 
and any place depends on our requirements. In Modern era the applicability of mobile devices leads to enormous amount of users and 
also using these devices has a distinctive habitation in human life. Cloud computing technology provided mobile cloud with the 
intention of improve using mobile phones and overcome the power consumption of mobile phones have integrated with business 
companies. In mobile cloud computing, the mobile devices applications are transmitted to cloud service centres for reducing the 
computation and storages of mobile devices.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1 Mobile Cloud Computing 
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Therefore cloud computing will help to reduce the energy consumption of mobile device. Here learning automata based approach is 
used in mobile cloud computing for reduce energy consumption [1, 4]. Cloud computing is possibly becoming the leading computing 
service delivery raised area. Cloud computing is a form of service computing, however the computing resources are retailed as an on 
request, scalable, pay-as-you-go these will be provided to the end-user by a Cloud Service Provider (CSP). Mobile cloud computing 
which provide unlimited scalable storage and processing resource [2]. However mobile devices appearances with many encounters 
on their own resources for example bandwidth, storage and power consumption and communication for example portability, 
bandwidth and security [3].  

II. RELATED WORK 
Currently smartphones are capable of supporting a wide range of applications. Therefore running of complex applications in 
smartphones could result in poor performances and reduced battery life because of their limited resources [7]. Due to the advanced 
developments in mobile computing technology user have changed their mind set and give the first preferences to cloud computing. 
However in the face of all advancements in the recent years, Android phones and Smart Mobile Devices (SMDs) are still have a less 
prospective computing devices which are limited memory capacity , battery power lifetime  and CPU speed. As a result, Mobile cloud 
computing (MCC) employs computational offloading for supporting computationally concentrated mobile applications on SMDs. 
One of the research paper proposed an Energy Efficient Computational Offloading Framework (EECOF) for the handling of 
concentrated mobile applications in MCC. These framework focussing on leveraging application processing services of cloud 
datacentres with negligible occurrences of computationally concentrated component relocation at runtime. Therefore, the energy 
consumption cost and the size of data transmission is reduced in computational offloading for mobile cloud computing [6]. EECOF 
framework gives the results in offloading different components of the prototype application over the wireless network medium as 
follows, the size of data transmission is reduced by 84 % and energy consumption cost is reduced by 69.9 %.  
Using Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the prime decision for computational offloading problems. This prime decision is suitable solution 
on perfect knowledge of future tasks. They propose online algorithm for offloading. Therefore implementation of these algorithms 
can significantly reduce the energy of computational offloading in cellular network [8]. Another method for enhancing offloading 
computationally intensive work using Mobile Augmentation Cloud Services (MACS) middleware which enables adaptive execution 
of android application execution from a mobile cloud into the cloud [9]. 
 

III. COMPUTATIONAL OFFLOADING SCENARIO 
Offloading is a solution to supplement these mobile devices capabilities by transferring computation to more resources full computer 
that is servers. Computational offloading is always different from the migration model used in the multiprocessor system and grid 
computing. Migrating the program to servers outside of the users’ immediate computing environment is the key difference of 
computational offloading but in grid environment the migration may be between two computers in same computing environment. For 
achieving efficient computational offloading they proposed a game theoretic approach for mobile cloud computing. They formulate 
the decentralized computational offloading decision making difficult among mobile device users [5]. One of the most common 
problems with the computational offloading is deciding what and when has to be sent into the cloud [11]. 

IV. OPTIMIZING ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
Therefore for the above related works to be proposed the cloud computing will help to reduces energy consumption in mobile devices. 
It is related to both computation and communication sector. The critical aspect for mobile clients is the trade-off between energy 
consumed by computation and the energy consumed by communication [10]. The energy consumption approaches can be divided into 
two categories static and dynamic [1].  
 
A. Static Approach  
Action conditions and environment are predefined and fixed. Therefore set up a duplicate version of device in cloud based on price 
strategy that enhances the execution time, energy consumption, financial costs and security [1]. We compare the different approaches 
of optimizing energy consumption in mobile cloud computing that is given in the Table I following, 
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Table i 
Comparing the different static approaches of optimizing energy consumption in mobile cloud computing. 

S.NO     Approach Energy Optimization Method 
 

1 Li et al approach [12] Computational offloading 
 

2 Lahh et al approach [20] location of mobile device and 
user 
need 

3 Chun et al approach [23] Strengthened implementation of 
Smartphone programs 

B. Dynamic Approach 
While in dynamic approaches environment and operating conditions are variable and dynamic. We compare the different   dynamic 
approaches of optimizing energy consumption in mobile cloud computing that is given in the Table II following. 
 
C. Leaning Automata Algorithm 
Learning automata which is a single entity that has a range of actions will be limited. Operating method of these algorithm is select 
an action from the set of actions and applies it to the environment. Using by a random environment the actions are evaluated and the 
next action will be chosen by an automata based on environment response. From this process, automata learn how to select the prime 
action. To select the next prime action from the set of actions based on environment responses in automata which is determined by 
learning automata algorithm.  
Stochastic learning automata consist of two components:  
It have a finite number of actions that interact with a random environment.  
Here automata using it find prime action. 
Random environment can be defined below, 
 
 
Where,  
α - number of actions on automata 
β - environment outputs 

Table ii 
Comparing the different dynamic approaches of optimizing energy consumption in mobile cloud computing. 

 
S.NO 

     
Approach 

 
 Energy Optimization Method 

1 Dezhong Yao et al approach 
[21] 

Computational offloading 

2 Xiao Maa et al approach [22] Mobile device location 

3 Giurgiu et al approach [24] Program classification and various 
layers of 
cloud 

 
V. OFFLOADING DECISION 

The offloading decision can be either static or dynamic. Therefore the decision is static means during development the program is 
partitioned. Static partition has the advantage of low overhead during execution. 

 

E= {α, β, c} 
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Table iii 
Offloading techniques for energy consumption  

Year  Paper Decision        M                                                     V                                          Gr         Ga           T 

2001  [12] Static        

2002        [13] 
            [18] 

Static       

Static       

2004 [14] Dynamic        

2006 [15] Static        

2008 [17] Dynamic       

2010 [16] Dynamic                     
2014 [7] Dynamic          

2015        [1] 
                [19] 

Dynamic         

Dynamic           

The abbreviated columns represent the following categories of applications—M: multimedia,  
V: vision and recognition, Gr: graphics, Ga: gaming, T: text processing 

 
In compare, dynamic decisions can adjust to various run-time conditions, such as inconsistent network bandwidth. In dynamic 
approaches the decision making is selected using prediction mechanism. For example, the offloading bandwidth B can be monitored 
and predicted using a Bayesian scheme. For the meantime, more dynamic decision deserve higher overhead because the program has 
to monitor run-time conditions.  Figure 2 shows static and dynamic decisions in the papers surveyed. 

Fig. 2a Types of algorithms used for offloading 
 

 
Fig. 2b Most frequently used types of applications for offloading 
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Fig. 2c Percentage breakdown of different types of devices used by the applications 

 
VI. CONCLUSION 

One of the mail challenges in mobile devices is their power consumption that is battery life, processing time. One of the mail solution 
in order to overcome the energy consumption is locate suitable place for application implementation. The user request can be executed 
on mobile devices or computational offloading (transfer application from mobile devices into cloud environment and implemented in 
cloud). Therefore this research paper will give analysis of the different approaches in computational offloading for last 15 year to 
reduce energy consumption in mobile cloud computing. 
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